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	Grammar to Go: How It Works and How To Use It, 9780547171241 (0547171242), Wadsworth Publishing, 2009


	Perhaps the most gratifying part of creating a third edition of Grammar to Go is

	knowing that so many instructors, both in the United States and abroad, have been

	using our pedagogy with great success. Most of the revisions made between the

	first edition and the second involved the reorganization of the text, especially the

	ordering of the grammar rules presented in Part 2. In our third edition revisions,

	we have focused more on content.





	Grammar to Go, Third Edition continues to present a clear, systematic, yet

	thorough approach to teaching English grammar to beginning college students.

	This edition, however, increases opportunities for practice, practice, and more

	practice, adding more traditional practice sets, as well as additional integrated

	assignments—exercises that help students practice their grammar skills while they

	learn a little about topics from American presidents and English literature to

	professional sports and the space program. The “Word Watchers” feature added to

	the second edition of Grammar to Go was extremely well-received, and the third

	edition of Grammar to Go includes an integrated index on the back cover to help

	students and instructors locate specific words quickly.





	Then there’s the diagramming. Some of our users love it; some skip over it. For

	those who love it, we have included more instruction on our ancillary website, so

	those who want to take their students further than diagramming sentences with

	prepositional phrases will now have a step-by-step guide to help them teach the

	more complex diagramming of verbals and clauses.We have added a quick diagramming

	guide to the front cover of the text for easy reference.





	In response to requests for more on composition, each chapter of Grammar to

	Go, Third Edition concludes with opportunities for writing practice. In “Ready to

	Write” exercises, students identify specific elements in a short passage. These exercises

	are followed by “Write Now,” giving students further practice in mastering

	the lesson by composing on their own.





	Finally, while we are still philosophically opposed to providing answers in the

	back of the text, we have continued to include the “Test Yourself” feature in each

	chapter, with answers provided, to enable students to check their understanding of

	the material. We have also continued to include the answer key to the “Word

	Watchers” practice sets.
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The Gale Encyclopedia of Children's Health: Infancy Through AdolescenceGale, 2005

	The safety of children is potentially at risk from accidents and injuries, as well as crime. Providing a safe environment, putting prevention measures into practice, and teaching children methods of self-protection are all ways to reduce the potential for harm to children.
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	Accidents are the leading cause of...


		

Computer Architecture Techniques for Power-Efficiency (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Architecture)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
In the last few years, power dissipation has become an important design constraint, on par with performance, in the design of new computer systems. Whereas in the past, the primary job of the computer architect was to translate improvements in operating frequency and transistor count into performance, now power efficiency must be taken into account...

		

Geometric Folding Algorithms: Linkages, Origami, PolyhedraCambridge University Press, 2007

	How can linkages, pieces of paper, and polyhedra be folded? The authors present hundreds of results and over 60 unsolved 'open problems' in this comprehensive look at the mathematics of folding, with an emphasis on algorithmic or computational aspects. Folding and unfolding problems have been implicit since Albrecht Dürer in the...




	

Selling Online with Drupal e-Commerce: Walk through the creation of an online store with Drupal's e-Commerce modulePackt Publishing, 2008
Drupal is a free and open-source modular web application framework and content management system (CMS) written in PHP that can run in many environments, including Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and FreeBSD. Drupal e-Commerce is a free, open-source, feature-rich, flexible package of modules that seamlessly adds full e-Store capabilities to Drupal....

		

Plasma Processes and Polymers: 16th International Symposium on Plasma Chemistry Taormina, Italy June 22-27, 2003John Wiley & Sons, 2005

	At the 16th International Symposium on Plasma Chemistry (ISPC-16) in Taormina,

	which took place in June 2003, we launched the idea to edit a new journal, named

	Plasma Processes and Polymers, and published by Wiley-VCH. The purpose was to

	collect under the same cover the great majority of articles dealing with plasma processing

	of...

		

ESL Design and Verification: A Prescription for Electronic System Level MethodologyMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2007

	Visit the authors' companion site! http://www.electronicsystemlevel.com/ - Includes interactive forum with the authors!

	

	Electronic System Level (ESL) design has mainstreamed - it is now an established approach at most of the world's leading system-on-chip (SoC) design companies and is being used increasingly in...
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